How changes in individual relationship status effects personal preferences in potential partners

ABSTRACT

- According to the relevant research on marriage, the leading variable associated with divorce in the United States is experiencing financial difficulty. The question guiding this research assess whether individual perception of attractiveness compared to individual perception on wealth changes according to a person's legal relationship status.

HYPOTHESIS

- My hypothesis will conclude that physical attractiveness will be rated higher to individuals who have not been married. Therefore, individuals who have been married, divorced, or remarried will prioritize occupations more than physical attractiveness.

METHODS

- The method to conducting the research is by selecting people to rank pictures of random individuals by appeal.
- There will be two surveys with one having random individuals with an occupation and another with just random individuals.
- First, I will flip a coin to see which survey they will receive.
- The pictures will then be ranked on physical attractiveness.
- The only question asked to the participant is their legal relationship status.

RESULTS

- The pictures will then be ranked on physical attractiveness
- According to the relevant research on marriage, the leading variable associated with divorce in the United States is experiencing financial difficulty. The question guiding this research assess whether individual perception of attractiveness compared to individual perception on wealth changes according to a person’s legal relationship status.

Survey Instrument

CONCLUSIONS

- My Hypothesis was supported.
- When it came to singles, occupation did not really matter in changing ranks of attractiveness. However, singles did elevate the teacher. Singles did not look at finance but at what is familiar to them.
- Future research: when the factors of age, race, and background experience being taken into account to see if the results will change.
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